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It’s a different book
when you read slowly, at the pace
necessary to touch
seams and notice
crevices between and around
inside is where you
want to be slow enough
to stop, go back:
It’s when you can use the word
again as a delight. Again, you
go over the lines and re-member.
Everything is intensified and wonder
becomes a state
to stay in as connected
to language as to yourself
as language. Roots.
Evergreens as a gradual
way of changing.
Lose the obvious,
spend more time to discern conifers
with needles of varying sharpness
that hint at how fast
you can pass
your hand over them,
how often can you go back
to a line and touch different
depths because being pricked or pierced
or punctured is again only perceived
when reading slowly
you know that
even if pine is sometimes
a verb of suffering,
it is never without its clusters
of needles. Evergreen. There’s a comeback
as a tree. Let the roots bring you
to language, to connect
with the pace that allows you
to be you.
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Of all that which I forgot and forget
and has forgotten me in return
what hurts the most is
how to feel and recognize
when I am actually feeling.
Somewhere it’s still tangled
like seaweed conjures itself up
plural: every time it’s algae.
It’s easy when I see the red and feel
the wet gush out of my sliced thumb,
just a bit, just enough
to show me it hurts and I press
my thumb hard because streaming
is so close to too much and too soon.
But feelings aren’t instant. They take
so long to be and sometimes
it is over 24 hours, one day and its dream,
to know that something is flowing out
inside and by then it’s so thick and wild
flooding is inevitable. It’s difficult
to be ready, to know what to do, to not
have time to articulate into the right
words that I know are drowning and drown
any return of what just happened, what might
continue to come out alive.
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I woke up knowing that today should have been tomorrow tied to as
many yesterdays as needed to arrive. And once awake, blink, long enough to close
my eyes and interpret translation. Hop from one day at the botanical garden to being
able to sleep on, sleep with, slip into a question and its possibilities, using the lines
to hold on and carry me through. That’s how I’d describe becoming. Being tide.
Never the same undulation, no matter how hard you stare at the shore. There are no
rules that will hold such measurements. After all, today is the disarray in a bouquet,
welcomed after having figured out the countless permutations of this is not a fixed
arrangement.
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